THE MILES PRODUCTS BY LEASYS LAUNCHED IN EUROPE
Rome, 15 June 2020 – After the success achieved in Italy with Leasys Miles and its version for Jeep vehicles, Jeep
Miles by Leasys, Leasys, FCA Bank’s integrated mobility-service company, launches its “Pay per Use” offer also in
Europe.
In this way, Leasys is addressing the requirements of customers who drive in cities, with a low annual kilometrage or
infrequently, and want to enjoy driving without the hassle of ownership.
Pay-per-use rentals last 48 months, generally with no down-payment and an affordable monthly payment, in
addition to a variable fee calculated on the basis of the actual kilometres travelled. The T-Box Mopar Connect
installed on-board the vehicle clocks the actual kilometres travelled by the customer. There is no limit to how far you
can drive for an authentic “Pay per use” experience. In some cases, the first 1,000 kilometres are already included
in the rental payment.
Moreover, assistance and insurance coverage are available in addition to basic rental, for a really worry-free driving
experience.
The countries where the product is already available are France, Spain, UK, Belgium, and will be launched in Germany
and the Netherlands by the end of June.
The extension of Italian products to the foreign markets in which Leasys operates is part of the broader
internationalization plan that the company has undertaken since 2017, expanding operations to 13 countries by the
end of 2021, from the current 8.

For more details:
LEASYS HQ https://corporate.leasys.com/italiano
ITALIA: https://www.leasys.com/it/italiano
FRANCIA https://www.leasys.com/fr/francais
SPAGNA https://www.leasys.com/es/espanol
UK https://www.leasys.com/uk/english
BELGIO https://www.leasys.com/be/nederlands

Leasys
Leasys SpA is a company founded in September 2001, wholly owned by FCA Bank Group, an equally held joint venture of FCA Italy
SpA, and Crédit Agricole Consumer Finance. Leasys offers to private individuals, professionals and companies of all sizes a complete
and innovative range of mobility services, from long-term to short/medium-term rental, to peer-to-peer car-sharing through its U Go and
I-Link platforms. At the end of 2019, it launched the first car subscription service in Italy with Leasys CarCloud. With the Clickar brand,
it is also among the main Italian and European companies in online and offline used corporate car sales to individuals, professionals

and companies. Headquartered in Italy, in 2017 Leasys started an internationalization process by opening different offices in Europe. It
operates in Spain, France, United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, and Poland, managing a fleet of approximately 300,000
vehicles. In June 2019 Leasys inaugurated its Leasys Mobility Stores, physical outlets which are distributed extensively throughout Italy.
The stores, where customers can access all mobility services, will soon be available also in the other European countries in which
Leasys is operational.
For more information: www.leasys.com
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